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[…] The complicated ques?on then becomes how to preserve the way in?macy is depicted, how to maintain its
credibility. It is no longer a ques?on of making the private life public, but rather, for the spectator looking at in?mate
pictures that are widely publicized, a ques?on of vigorously protec?ng a closed, private connec?on. A real conundrum.
Mimiko Türkkan, who was twenty years old in 2004, studied at the Central Saint Mar?ns College of Art and
Design in London and has an excellent grasp of the history of photography. Because of her genera?on, because of her
educa?on, she is highly aware of what might be considered the dismal failure of the in?mate image — its trivializa?on, its
commercializa?on, the destruc?ve symbolic rupture that results when the gray areas of our private life are seen and reseen. How, then, can we proceed, if the photographic ambi?on is to reveal the self in a private place, in the most secret
moments of life, moments that belong only to us, moments that allegedly should never be shared? Türkkan’s solu?on is
subtle, and it undoubtedly ensures that there will be con?nued and long-las?ng interest in her photographic art: to focus
on documentary images that are embodied, physical, to explore a kind of subjec?vity that is thoughWul and goes beyond
something expressionis?c. Something that reﬂects guts but neurons as well.
Not refusing subjec?ﬁca?on, asser?ng a point of view, taking a posi?on through her images — these are
Türkkan’s answers, and they are undoubtedly good ones. Whether Mimiko Türkkan is ques?oning the woman she is, or
illustra?ng what women are today and how human rela?onships work, star?ng with female-male rela?onships as
stereotyped as they are too strongly “gendered,” this young Turkish photographer does this both with the heart and with
her head, too, combining imagery and consciousness, visuality and thought. The photographic art of Mimiko Türkkan is
not only the story of a body and of a ?me period, it is also a cosa mentale, “a ma^er of the mind.”
Text by Paul Ardenne, transla2on by Laure Hürwitz

INNERGY (2019 - ongoing)
Photography

“Mimiko Türkkan, who has photographed worlds of nightlife, sex and boxing, presents a new photographic series
allusively represen?ng women expressing the “uncanny energy”. Mimiko is interested in women who have “powers” and
the ar?st develops, for this exhibi?on, a new concept: Innergy. She is looking for and pictures this inner energy that
makes the power of women – and others.”

know who I am, I know the Other.
I know,
I remember;
The ﬂux,
The being,
The ﬂesh,
The ocean and the earth.

Selec1on of Works

Innergy #1
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 30 x 40 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Innergy #2
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 40 x 30 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Innergy #4
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 30 x 40 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Innergy #5
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 50 x 40 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Innergy #6 & #8
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 40 x 30 cm & 30 x 45 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Innergy #12, #11 & #9
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 30 x 40 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Innergy #14, #15, #16 & #17

Installa1on Views
(La Puissance et la Grace, Mar 2020, Analix Forever, Geneva/Switzerland)

NOW YOU SEE ME SERIES (2015 - ongoing)
Photography, Video, Sculpture

‘The re-enactment of amateur and amateur-looking porn videos, of the cas?ng couch and cam-girl images shows
us these young women who are trying to get a hold in this new environment through catering to a state of forced
desirability. This need for acceptance by the conduit of desire and the related quest of the individual’s measure for selfworth provided by the acceptance one receives from the other is Türkkan’s proverbial ?p of the hat to Lacan.’
Text by İpek Çınar, transla2on by Kerimcan Güleryüz

‘Now You See Me series expands in the “Beau Ideal” exhibi?on (2019, Pilot Gallery, Istanbul) and the ar?st goes
out for a new adventure, a search for the biggest right hand she can ﬁnd of men of African origin in Istanbul. For this
search, she produces a sculpture that determines the criteria like the glass shoe in the Cinderella story. The ar?st also
documents her quest and turns it into a video work. As the mediums diversify, Türkkan’s inves?ga?on of the beauty myth
branches. Looking from this perspec?ve, the hand becomes the symbol of a workforce and its exploita?on, and in our era
it becomes an instrument to measure success and deﬁne talent, like in the case of sportspeople.’

Selec*on of Works

Now You See Me #9
Diasec-mounted ﬁne art print, 70 x 39 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Recherche (la main droite d’hommes d’origine africaine)
Electroplated gold coated sculpture, 40 x 40 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Hardworking, Expert, Dexterous (Screenshots)
Single channel video, 1’32
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.
To view video click vimeo.com/327541133 and enter password: recherche

Now You See Me #2
Diasec-mounted ﬁne art print, 42 x 24 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Installa*on Views
(Beau Ideal, Feb 2019, Pilot Gallery, Istanbul/Turkey)

WISH TREE SERIES (2015)
Photography

Amer experiencing the radiance of the Gezi Protests in Istanbul in 2013 that uniﬁed people from various
backgrounds and almost opposite opinions by their common desire to stand against oppression, I started selfinterroga?ng myself and became alienated from my photography prac?ce, which had been making use of decomposing
methods such as social and psychological analysis to inves?gate socially constructed iden??es and gender roles.
Following a disheartening one and a half years, the personal remedy I came up with was an approach of uniﬁca?on,
binding and synthesis and this series is the outcome of such a period. Wish Tree, whose ?tle refers to wish-bearing
totems found in almost any culture throughout history, aims to bring together rituals, tradi?ons, beliefs, circumstances
and faces from diﬀerent parts of the world by juxtaposing images captured in various countries such as Turkey, Japan,
Malaysia, Denmark, Sweden, France…
During a period when empathy and understanding towards diversity seems to be has running out not just in my
home country, but also all over the world with recent developments such as the migrants crisis in Europe or the rise of
racist supporters in the USA, I try to take on a construc?ve and hopeful posi?on on both social and personal levels
through this series. Therefore Wish Tree aims to bring together these diﬀerent states of being and to remind and invite
the viewer -and myself- to break free from the vicious circle that alienates the “other”, whether it is a neighbour next
door or a total stranger from another corner of the world.
Here, the viewer comes upon common sensa?ons such as love, desire, anger, curiosity or loneliness and rituals
or objects like totems, charms or smudging, which he/she cannot accurately deﬁne yet senses some kind of familiarity. In
doing so, the series recontextualises the mundanity of the daily life and the human existence which usually facilitates
aliena?on and a pejora?ve categorisa?on of the “other”, by emphasising its role as the reﬂec?on of our intrinsic
alikeness. In this regard, I could say that this series is my most op?mis?c work to-date: It carries and circulates my wish
for a society that acknowledges its urge to alienate the “other” and restrains its fear of the unknown as well as its habit of
estrangement.
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Wish Tree #1

Diasec, 60 x 90 cm
5 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Installa*on Views
(Wish Tree solo exhibi?on, May 2017, Centre Intermondes, La Rochelle/France)

FIGHT-FLIGHT-FREEZE SERIES (2013)
Photography

‘Türkkan zooms into the iden?ty roles of the sports people prac?cing mar?al arts. Her subjects can be
categorised in three demographic groups: Children, youth and adults. On a broader perspec?ve, the ar?st looks into the
situa?ons where one puts up a tough exterior to mask his vulnerability and inner fears, confron?ng themselves as well as
others through the process loaded with pain. She also displays the background of the mar?al arts that has conﬂic?ng
concepts as compe??on and solidarity, weakness and struggle co-exist at the same ?me. She posi?ons herself as the
“in?mate outsider” as an observer, because she is also involved in mar?al arts herself by facing her own experience as
well as studying others. Therefore on a personal level, it displays ﬁght as a metaphor of a process of self-discovery and
acknowledgment, the facing and overcoming intrinsic fears, coming to terms with self-harming impulses and persis?ng
body-image issues. “You’re going to get hit. It’s about getng hit on your own terms.”

Selec*on of Works

Fight-Flight-Freeze #23
Archival pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 60 x 40 cm
5 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Installa*on Views

FULL CONTACT SERIES (2011)
Photography, Ar?st’s Book

Realised during 2011 in Southeast Asia, Full Contact series focuses on two diﬀerent uses of female and male
bodies as a currency convertable into money. Sexual services with blurry boundaries from go-go dancers to bar girls, clear
deﬁned “service-charge” duali?es to the simula?on of long term rela?onships or to a seasonal work on the one hand; the
tradi?ons and lifestyle of Muay Thai ﬁghters whose bodies are trained, tamed and moulded since early childhood on the
other. In this exchange and trade system in which money and survival reign, the bodies of those involved become the
arena of pride, glory, honour, determina?on, rivalry, victory, defeat, potency, blood, sweat, pain, violence, pleasure and
eventually some win the esteem of their families, some that of a stadium full of spectators.

Selec*on of Works

Full Contact - Cunni
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 67,5 x 120 cm
5 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Full Contact Extended
2013
Book in a Catalog , Edi?on of 20
22x22 cm, 50 Pages
S?tch Bound
vimeo.com/94712564

Installa*on Views

PAY HERE SERIES (2010)
Photography, Ar?st’s Book
Pay Here focuses on inves?ga?ng gender poli?cs with an emphasis on female iden?ty and sexuality, aiming for a
reﬂexion on gender roles issues, versa?lity of the/my female iden?ty, gender’s power/dominance rela?ons through my
experience, while making use of prejudices, preconcep?ons, clichés etc. and break them down at the same ?me.
Audience & subject, exhibi?onist & voyeur, sadist & masochist are the most crucial polariza?ons that can be deﬁned in
the male – female rela?onship axis. The tension created by this power rela?on between the genders and my feelings of
horror, disgust, envy, hunger, absurdity related to gender poli?cs are the ini?al mo?va?ons of this series.

Selec*on of Works

Pay Here series (#6)
C-print on metallic paper, 120 x 60 cm
5 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Pay Here Ar2st’s Books
2 Volumes, 210 x 148.5 mm
Special Edi?on of 50, signed and numbered by the ar?st
Volume 1: hand-glued photo prints, Volume 2: script-like essay
vimeo.com/40616260
To read the en?re scrip of Volume 2 vimeo.com/262600391

Pay Here ﬂip book (self-portrait)
65 x 104 mm
500 Ed., numbered
vimeo.com/39616816

Pay Here ﬂip book (pole dancing)
65 x 104 mm
500 Ed., numbered
h^ps://vimeo.com/39885616

Installa*on Views

I WAS LOOKING TO SEE IF YOU WERE LOOKING BACK AT ME TO SEE ME LOOKING BACK AT YOU SERIES (2008)
Photography

I was looking to see if you were looking back at me to see me looking back at you series is one of my ini?al works
on the explora?on and externalisa?on of my female gaze on both my own gender and the opposite one. Photography
seems to be the most adequate tool as it allows me some sort of libidinal release regardless of the object of the
photographs. Furthermore self-portrai?ng is likely an act of autoero?cism. Hence this whole work is an a^empt of selfsa?sfac?on, an act of autoero?cism to many extends.
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I was looking to see if you were looking back at me to see me looking back at you - self-portrait #15
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper
105 x 42 cm 3 Ed., 150 x 60 cm 3 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Installa*on Views

ŞÜKRAN / GRATITUDE SERIES (2004-2008)
198 pieces of Polaroid, A.P. only

Gra?tude is what her name meant. Gra?tude is what I felt for her and I wanted her to know that.
I have not much to say.
I did not take the last photograph.
If I did, I would have been a diﬀerent person now; or maybe I would have taken it if I were a diﬀerent person.
That nonexistent photograph became one of my “decisive moments”.
The last photograph is absent, the same way she is. Maybe that’s the whole story.

Installa*on View

STRANGE & BEAUTIFUL SERIES (2000 - ongoing)
Photography

Family bonds; we are beau?ful strangers in a web of resemblance.
Within reach; out of grasp.
Delicate & fragile bonds, though hard wired; strange, beau?ful, and close...
Strange and familiar as much as hearWelt due to proximity.

“This series is composed of images which Gözde Türkkan began recording in 2000, and which she con?nued chieﬂy amer
2007 as she came together with her father, sister, and the la^er’s mother who live in another city..”

Selec*on of Works

Installa*on Views

SELECTION OF SINGLE IMAGES

Break (2011)
Acrylic Face-Mounted metallic print, 90 x 90 cm
5 Ed. + 1 A.P.

Un2tled #3 (2005)
Archival Pigment print on ﬁne art paper, 40 x 32 cm
3 Ed. + 1 A.P.
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Object(s) of Desire, Louisville Photo Biennial, 21c Museum Hotel, Louisville, U.S.A.
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2014
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2013
Unseen Photography Fair 2013, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Art HK 11, Hong Kong

\\CONDUCTED WORKSHOPS
2017
Temporary Portrait Photography Studio workshop, Centre Intermondes & Centre Social le Pertuis, La Rochelle, France
2014
Temporary Portrait Photography Studio workshop, SALT Galata, Istanbul, Turkey
2013
Who Am I? workshop, SALT Galata, Istanbul Turkey
2012
Sketchbook workshop, Université Yıldız Teknik FKare Fes?val de Photographie, Istanbul, Turkey

\\RESIDENCIES
2018
Centre Social le Pertuis, La Rochelle, France
2017
Centre Intermondes, La Rochelle, France

\\WORKSHOP PARTICIPATIONS
2015
Photography in all it’s Glory photobook workshop by Katja Stuke & Oliver Sieber, Tokyo, Japan
2014
Photobook Masterclass with Marcus Schaden & Frederic Lezmi, Ankara, Turkey
Feb 2013
Book Lab with Frederic Lezmi, Istanbul, Turkey
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Der Greif Issue 12 guest edited by Broomberg & Chanarin, ENG
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BKN Magazine Issue #4 In?macy (Print), ENG
2015
Imago Mundi Istanbul Codex, Contemporary Ar?sts from Turkey, ENG/ITA/TUR
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